Growth

Execution

Direction

10 steps to
PPC gains
First, we need to understand your
business. We need to know exactly
where you want to go and we need to
know your company vision and goals.
Knowing where the goalposts are
located is essential to any successful
PPC campaign.

Your goals
& targets

1

We request access to look under
the hood and review all the data
available in Google Analytics & Ads.
We then conduct a 128 point checklist
to highlight your current account
performance. This information is later
used to help formulate an actionable
strategy.

Research
& audit

2

We create a complete target audience
profile, based on the data analytics and
the information you can bring to the
table in terms of sales data and industry
experience. This information then
guides the targeting.

Define
audience

3

We translate the information from steps
1-3 into a comprehensive strategy,
leveraging our experience in channel
and platform selection to ensure we
connect directly with your audience.

Strategy
& targeting

4

We build your Google Analytics and
Ads accounts with comprehensive goal
tracking enabling us to understand
exactly how people are engaging with
your site. Track sales, leads and Smart
Objectives for optimisation purposes.

Tech basics
& tracking

5

Confirm a build structure based on
product, market and intent based
segmentation. Good structure helps
with reporting and better optimisation.
Can help stop wastage.

Account
structure

6

We get our inhouse designers &
copywriters to build compelling adverts
that are built to convert. We utilise
multiple forms of ad format (canvas,
gif, video, banner) to ensure maximum
engagement. Latest features from
Google are included to drive down cost.

Advertising
creative

7

We ensure all account settings are
optimised to guarantee maximum
exposure to target audience, whilst
controlling budget. Errors here can ruin
all the work from steps 1 through 7.

Account
settings

8

Optimisation
& refinement

9

Report
& progress

10

Every campaign running will be split
tested. This allows us to continually
improve the performance of your
campaigns and feeds valuable data
back into your business which can then
be applied to all marketing disciplines.

We ensure you have 24/7 access to all
performance data, you see what we
see. You also recieve a monthly report
summarising the progress to date and a
plan moving forward. Nothing is hidden.

Add fuel
We aim to build the ultimate engine to power your business
online. Once we know the ROI your account in generating, we
can confidently scale the model and generate ever increasing
revenue. Scaling comes after clients are happy with the
returns we are generating for them. Common sense.
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10 steps to
SEO success
First, we need to understand your
business. We need to know exactly
where you want to go and we need to
know your company vision and goals.
Knowing where the goalposts are
located is essential to any successful
SEO strategy.

Your goals
& targets

1

We request access to look under the
hood and review all the data available
in Google Analytics & Ads. We then
conduct a complete audit of your
account to highlight your current SEO
performance. This information is later
used to help formulate an actionable
strategy.

Research
& audit

2

We work together to define you exact
target audience and we create a
detailed customer profile. We cross
reference the information we gather off
through analytics and any information
you can bring to the table in terms of
sales data and industry experience. This
information then guides the targeting.

Define
audience

3

We translate the information from steps
1-3 into a comprehensive strategy,
leveraging our experience in SEO
tactics to ensure we connect directly
with your audience.

Strategy
& targeting

4

First we tackle all the on-page key areas
of weakness highlighted in your audit.
This refers to both the content, internal
linking and HTML source code of your
website.

Technical
SEO

5

We build and execute a comprehensive
content marketing strategy, focusing
on customer & influencer engagment.
The latter contributing to link building &
brand elevation.

Content & link 6
building

We get you heard. We use a blend of
channels including, media publications,
blogs, community sites and social media
to get your brand & content in front of
the right people.

Promotion &
digital PR

7

We run real time analysis to gauge the
success of our efforts, this allows us to
make informed data driven decisions
with confidence.

Analysis

8

Optimisation

9

Report
& progress

10

We feed this analysis back into the
proposed strategies and refocus our
efforts. This in time leads to a eve
greater return on your investment.

We keep you up to date with everything
in real time. We ensure you have 24/7
access to ALL performance metrics. We
also provide you with a comprehensive
monthly report summarising
performance and future strategies. As
standard you also gain unlimited access
to our consultants. Just pick up the
phone.

Compounding
Why should I choose SEO? The power of SEO comes through compounding. Each months effort builds
on the last, leading to ever greater brand exposure, elevation and conversions. SEO is all about the long
term stability and growth of your digital presence. You earn your way to the top over time as oppose to
buy your way to the top as with PPC. Put in every day terms say SEO is having customers enter your
restaurant because of your hard earner reputation. PPC is like paying people to enter you restaurant
and hoping they purchase a meal. Both are very effective tools which is why we typically advocate for a
duel prong approach. SEO for the long term, PPC for the short term.

